Abstract. Let S ,~ be an infinite discrete system of k-dimensional fiats in n-dimensional Euclidean space. If the total k-dimensional volume of the flats in 5 ~ intersected with the ball of center 0 and radius r, divided by the volume of that ball, tends to a limit for r --+ % then this limit is called the density of SC We consider isoperimetric problems of the following kind. If o q~ is a hyperplane system of positive density, find sharp upper bounds for the density of the system of k-flats (k ~ {0,..., n -2}) that are generated as intersections of hyperplanes in S '~. Ideas from the theory of uniform distribution of sequences are employed to define a large class of hyperplane systems, called uniform, for which all necessary densities exist, isperimetric inequalities can be proved, and systems with extremal intersection densities can be characterized.
Introduction
With an infinite discrete set .~ of points in the plane [~2 it may be possible to associate a density by means of the definition card(~ n RK) D(~) := lira (1) n~ ~ a2(RK) '
where K c R 2 is some compact convex set with the origin as an interior point, and A 2 denotes the Lebesgue measure in ~2. In cases of geometric interest, this density usually exists and is independent of the choice of K. If 2 is an infinite discrete set of lines in ~2, it seems natural to define a density of S~ by Definition (2) is not the only conceivable analogue of (1) . Instead of measuring the density of a line system ..~ by the total length of the intersections of the lines in .~ with a large convex domain RK, one might also think of measuring it by the total number of the lines meeting RK, in each case divided by a suitable power of R. In other words, we propose to study also the density defined by card{L ~.~: L n RK ~ •} AI(_~, K) := lim (6) n-~ 2R '
al(L n
provided the limit exists. This density depends not only on the size of K but also on its shape. One may then ask for those shapes K for which large homothets "catch" many intersection points while intersecting relatively few lines. If we normalize K so that it has area one, then for line systems _~ of type (3) the sharp inequality
holds (see (36), together with (27)). Equality in (7) holds precisely if K is a centrally symmetric polygon with normal vectors +Ul,..., +u m such that the edge corresponding to u i has length ot/a i and a is chosen so that A2(K) = 1.
In the following we obtain sharp estimates of types (5) and (7) for infinite hyperplane systems in n-dimensional space ~". Our main concern, however, is to find suitable conditions on infinite hyperplane arrangements that, on one hand, imply the existence of various densities and enable us to treat isoperimetric problems for them, and, on the other hand, are sufficiently general to admit fairly irregular systems of hyperplanes. One of the incentives for this is inequality (5): clearly this inequality cannot be improved for line systems of type (3) with unrestricted m. However, for no line system of type (3) is equality attained in (5). The question arises naturally whether a class of line systems, including those of type (3), exists for which the densities O 1 and D O exist and are nonzero, the inequality (5) holds, and the equality sign is attained by suitable systems. An affirmative answer is given below, in a more general context. We apply some ideas from the theory of uniformly distributed sequences to define what we call uniform hyperplane systems.
For these, some sharp inequalities of isoperimetric type for intersection densities are obtained. The final techniques, for proving such inequalities, have been used before in stochastic geometry, in connection with stationary Poisson hyperplane processes. Thus the principal aim of this paper is to be seen in the introduction of the uniform hyperplane systems, which permit us to transfer some ideas from probabilistic geometry to the more intuitive field of discrete geometry.
Uniform Hyperplane Systems
We work in n-dimensional real Euclidean vector space E" (n > 2), with scalar product (.,.).
By A k we denote the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure in kdimensional affine subspaces of En. For the Lebesgue measure in IR we use the notation A. The set B n := {x ~ Rn: (x,x) <<_ 1} is the unit ball of E" and S n-1 := {x~ ~n: (x,x) = 1} is the unit sphere. By K k we denote the volume of the kdimensional unit ball. By a measure on S "-1 we always understand a finite Borel measure on S n-1. The unique rotation invariant probability measure on S n-1 (normalized spherical Lebesgue measure) is denoted by ~r.
Every hyperplane H a ~" has a representation H=Hu, t = {x ~ R": (x, u) =t} with u~S n-1 and t ~ ~. If 0~H, we can assume that t>0, and then this representation is unique. In this case, u is the unit normal vector of H pointing into the half-space bounded by H that does not contain 0, and t is the distance of H from the origin. We consider an infinite system ~ of hyperplanes in [K n with the property that every ball in R ~ meets only finitely many hyperplanes of ~. We choose the origin 0 so that 0 ~ H for H ~ .,~and that no two hyperplanes of ~,T(are at the same distance from 0. Then we can enumerate the hyperplanes of ~ such that X= {Hu,,4}i~ with t i < ti+l for i ~ ~.
In order to be able to define and apply various densities connected with ~, we impose on ~'~ a property that is motivated by the theory of uniformly distributed sequences (see, e.g., [4] ). We briefly recall the underlying notions. 
Property (9) has been generalized as follows. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let q~ r 0 be a finite regular Borel measure on X. The sequence
for every continuous function f: X ~ R. For our definition of a uniform hyperplane system 2" we now combine two conditions in a suitable way: the condition that the normal vectors of the hyperplanes in 2" should be uniformly distributed in S n-l, in the sense of (11)with some measure ~, and a variant of (8) for the distances of the hyperplanes in 2" from the origin.
Let the hyperplane system 2"= {H,,,,, }i e ~ be given. For a subset B c S n-1 and for numbers 0 _< a < 13 _< 1 and R > 0, let
Definition. The hyperplane system 2" is said to be ~-uniform, where ~o g: 0 is a finite measure on the sphere S"-a, if
R-~ R
for every ~continuity set B c S ~-~ and for 0 < a </3 < 1. g/is called uniform if it is ~-uniform for some finite measure ~.
Suppose that the hyperplane system X is ~uniform. Define N R := card{/E N: t i < R} for
From (12) with B =S ~ 2 and a=0, /3= 1 we get
For any q~-continuity set B c S n-~ we deduce that
Thus the sequence (Ui) i E N of normal vectors of X is ~-uniformly distributed in S n 2. It should, however, be observed that condition (12) is considerably stronger: it involves some product or independence structure for the directions of the hyperplanes and their distances from the origin. Simple examples of uniform hyperplane systems can be constructed by extending (3). More generally, let r be a measure on S n-1 that is concentrated on a set is a ~-uniform hyperplane system. (Observe also that a i --* ~ for i ~ % so that every ball in Nn meets only finitely many hyperplanes of X.) The existence of ~uniform hyperplane systems for any given finite measure r 4~ 0 on S n-1 is proved in Theorem 2.2.
In the following we use the abbreviation S n-1 x [0, 1] =: Z. For any compact topological space X, we write C(X) for the Banach space of real continuous functions on X with the supremum norm, denoted by I1' II. The indicator function of a subset M c X is denoted by 1 M (the domain X will be clear from the context). 
i~N t~<R Similarly, as on p. 173 of [4] , we deduce that
By (13) and (16), this is less than 3c~(S~-l)e if R is sufficiently large. Thus (14) holds for this special function f.
If now f E C(Z) is arbitrary, we can approximate f uniformly by functions of the form (u,t) ~ ~'. gj(u)hj(t)
j=l with m ~ ~d, gj ~ C(S ~ l), and hj ~ C([0, 1]), as follows from the Stone-Weierstral3 theorem. We deduce that (14) holds for f, which completes the proof.
[] Let q~ ~ 0 be a finite measure on S n-1 and suppose that the hyperplane system {Hu,,n}i~ ~ is ~uniform. If c > 0, then the system {Hu,,ct}ie ~ is (q~/c)-uniform. Hence, if we want to show the existence of ~uniform hyperplane systems, we may assume, without loss of generality, that q~ is a probability measure.
In order to prove the existence of many ~uniform hyperplane systems, we use a random construction. Let ~ be a probability measure on S n-1. We choose an infinite sequence (ul, u 2 .... ) of independent random unit vectors, each with probability distribution q~. With u i we associate the hyperplane H,,,i, which has unit normal vector u i and distance i from the origin. Theorem 2.2 below shows that the resulting hyperplane system {H,,,i}i ~ N is almost surely ~uniform.
We consider the product probability measure P := | q~ on the product space X := I-I~=l sn-1. With each element to = (ui)i~ ~ ~ X we associate the hyperplane system X(to) := {Hu, ,,}i ~ ~. The proof of the following theorem is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 2.2 on p. 183 of [4] . 
Theorem 2.2. Let S be the set of all sequences to ~ X for which the system ~ to) is ~uniform. Then P(S) = 1.
It follows that
Ilfll and hence limN~ = F u = 0 P-a.e. for P-almost all sequences (Ul, u 2 .... ) E X. Now let ~ be a countable dense subset of C(Sn-a). Then for P-almost all sequences (u 1,u 2 .... ) E X it is true that (17) holds for each f ~o q-and for arbitrary rational numbers a,/3 satisfying 0 _< a </3 _< 1. Let (ul, u 2 .... ) E X be such a sequence, and consider the hyperplane system •= {H,,, t, }i E ~ with t i = i for i~N. For R ~ 0% this tends to 
If f ~ C(S ~ a)

Let f ~ C(Z), and assume first that f(u, t) = g(u)h(t) with g ~ C(S n-l)
k I-I f gr(ur,L)d(~ | A)(ur,tr) r=l JZ k = fz"" fzr~=lgr(Ur,tr) d(~ | A)(ul ,tl)'" d(~ | A)(uk,tk) = fzkfd( ~ | X) k.
Densities
From now on we assume that X ,~ = {Hu, ,,, }i E ~ is a ~uniform hyperplane system in I~ n, where ~ ~ 0 is an even finite measure on S n-1. A measure q~ on S n-t is called even if it is invariant under reflection of S ~-~ in its center. The assumption that ~p is even appears natural for the following considerations.
The hyperplanes in •generate lower-dimensional flats, by intersection. We want to define densities for these intersections.
Let K c R ~ be a convex body with interior points. Since later considerations involve only the homothety class of K, we may assume that K c B ". ,So
because the measure q~ is even. If ul .... , u k e S "-: are linearly independent, then 
In a similar way, we define number densities instead of volume densities. These, however, depend on the convex body K used in their definition. The body K need not have interior points now, but we still assume that dim K > 1 and K c B n. where X denotes the Euler characteristic. Thus vn_k(~, K, R) is the number of (n -k)-flats generated by,,~ that meet RK. Again an (n -k)-fiat has to be counted with the correct multiplicity if it is generated in more than one way as an intersection of k hyperplanes in X.
We define the (n -k)-dimensional number density, relative to K, of the hyper- As before, we get z,n_k(x, K, R) 
In special cases, the number densities A,_ k essentially reduce to volume densities. This is true for k = n, since It is appropriate to call this number simply the density of X.
(27)
(29)
Inequalities for Densities
We now establish some inequalities of isoperimetric type for the densities introduced in the previous section. We assume that ,,~ is a ~uniform hyperplane system in R n, where q~v~0 is an even finite measure on S n-1. If the measure q~ is concentrated on a great subsphere of S n-1, the system ,,~is called degenerate. In this case the densities are determined by the hyperplanes of Y that are parallel to a certain fixed line, so that the situation essentially reduces to one in a lower-dimensional space. We, therefore, assume in the following that ~ is nondegenerate. The R-*~ 2R
